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The aim of this paper is to propose a new test of a model's dynamic properties and to put it to trial in an extended example on a macro model that has been in longstanding use, with the ultimate objective of evaluating this proposed procedure. Thus there are two main aspects to the paper. First, we set out this test of a model's dynamic properties, which uses the method of indirect inference, hitherto not used for this purpose but in our view well adapted for it. Second, we apply it to a model of the UK that has been in practical use for nearly three decades; because it can make claims both empirically to be close to the data and theoretically to approximate in key ways to recent DSGE models, it seems to be an interesting vehicle for giving the proposed test a trial run.
Related literature
Much recent work has been concerned with confronting structural macro models with the`dynamic facts of the data'. These facts are collated by methods that are not related to the particular structural model in hand, though they should not of course be inconsistent with it; and so in principle they can be used to compare rival models with quite di erent theoretical structures.
This sets the confrontation in these methods apart from the testing carried out in the estimation process. There a model is estimated and tested subject to the overall structure of the model, so that whereas features of the model may be tested and rejected, the model structure itself is not questioned; thus two rival models can each be successfully estimated on the same data, each taking its structure as given, but are not easily tested against each other because of familiar problems with providing a benchmark for such non-nested structures. However, the dynamic testing with which we are here concerned can naturally be used to pit rival models against each other because the t of each to the dynamic facts can be assessed by a common metric.
There already exists a large body of work devoted to carrying out tests of this sort. It began with tests proposed by proponents of DSGE models of the Real Business Cycle type, to the e ect that one should compare the correlations in the actual data with the average correlations produced by the model's dynamic simulations; the average to be computed over repeated dynamic simulations over the sample period produced by drawing repeatedly from the model's shocks. Since the focus of these models is on the business cycle, both the data and the model's shocks are detrended in some way. In this vein Christiano and Eichenbaum (1992) ; Burnside et al. (1993); F eve and Langot (1994) evaluate the performance of their DSGE models by using a Wald statistic checking whether or not the model's selected moments are statistically di erent from those in the data. Diebold et al. (1998) evaluate the performance of a model using the data's sampling variability: they investigate whether the model's second moments lie within a prespeci ed con dence interval of the distribution of these moments, which is constructed by resampling the actual data. Another method uses the simulation variability from the structural model to construct the distributions of the moments of interest: the test then is whether the corresponding moments in the actual data lie within these distributions at some level of con dence Smith, 1991, 1993; Soderlind, 1994; Cogley and Nason, 1994) . Related approaches to these compare the spectra and cross-spectra for particular groups of variables in the data and from the model; also the Impulse Response Functions (IRFs) of the data and the model for particular shocks and groups of variables.
It seems fair to say that all these comparisons su er from a degree of arbitrariness in that moments, cross-spectra or IRFs for particular groups of variables must be chosen as the criterion of rejection while those for others are ignored. The need is for a global metric that evaluates the comparison of the model with the data across the board. In response to this need other work has developed measures of a model's overall`distance' from the data. The rst such work was that of Watson (1993) . More recently Del Negro and Schorfheide (2004) have proposed deriving from the (linearised) model the VAR as restricted by the model's parameters and the data is tted to a weighted combination of this and an unrestricted VAR. The weight on the latter measures the model's distance from the data. Di erent models can then be ranked according to this distance; these authors are then interested as Bayesians in combining the best features of both into an improved model based on this posterior nding of distance. One may also test the model strictly by testing the validity of the model's restrictions on the VAR. Some researchers, most of them involved with the approaches just described (for example, DeJong et al., 2000; Schorfheide, 2000; Smets and Wouters, 2003; Fernandez-Villaverde and RubioRamirez, 2004; Del Negro and Schorfheide, 2004; Corradi and Swanson, 2005) argue however that DSGE models may be heavily misspeci ed and can only explain certain features of the real world. Therefore, they should not be considered as legitimate objects for testing but rather evaluated only on the basis of the features they have been created to explain. However, if so they still require testing for rejection on these particular features; there will in this case be a way of isolating these features from the rest, much as`business cycle properties' are isolated by detrending from other properties (growth etc). It is hard to see why any model should be immunised from rejection; if it makes genuinely scienti c claims in the sense of Popper, then by construction it must be testable and hence rejectable 1 . Such arguments in any case would not be applicable to the model 1 In truth it is unclear what might be meant in this context by`misspeci ed'. We agree as set out in the text that there is an issue of how to allow for`extraneous factors' in the data, such as trends, non-repeating events or measurement error; such factors are implicitly or explicitly a matter for the model's authors. Thus they may, as is usually the case, state that the model is intended only to deal with the`business cycle' aspects of the data; if so some appropriate allowance must be made for the non-business-cycle aspects so that the model can be checked we investigate here which is not a DSGE model but rather empirically based within a theoretical set-up derived from but not totally constrained by a DSGE model. It is at this point that we introduce our proposal. The basic idea is to set the model, M, up as a null hypothesis under which provisionally the model is regarded as the true description of the data, so that its structural residuals are also the true errors. Under this null, the random parts of the residuals are bootstrapped and the model simulated with these to generate a large number of sample replications, or pseudo-samples (the`world of the model'). A descriptive time-series model, T , typically a VAR, is then chosen for the actual data sample so that it describes the data closely and parsimoniously; such a descriptive time-series model may be consistent with many di erent nonlinear structural models, thus can be regarded as`atheoretical'. The implications of M for the T that we ought to observe in the data under the null hypothesis of M, can be discovered by estimating the same VAR on each of the pseudo-samples generated from the structural model; this will give us the distribution of the VAR's parameters according to the structural model. We can then test whether the VAR estimated on the actual data sample lies within this distribution at some level of con dence.
In the language of indirect inference, the VAR is the`auxiliary model' to be used as the vehicle with which to estimate and test the structural model. Meenagh et al. (2008) explain how our procedure is derived from the method of indirect inference 2 . This method uses the auxiliary model against the business cycle data. Alternatively these researchers may be claiming that it is di cult to allow satisfactorily for such extraneous factors. In this case the presence of these factors unadjusted in the data would cause rejection of the model for sure; thus one is interested in whether one model is less or more distant from this unavoidably distorted data. This is a possible justi cation of using a distance measure where rejection is displaced by merely relative ranking. However it falls short of the requirements of science; a counsel of scienti c merit would be to permit a clearcut rejection by specifying how the hypothesis is to be applied empirically (relevant features) and how not (extraneous features).
2 The following is adapted from their explanantion. Let xt( ) be an m 1 vector of simulated time series dependent on the k 1 parameter vector and let yt be the actual data. We assume that xt( ) is generated from a structural model. We assume that there exists a particular value of given by 0 such that fxt( 0 )g S s=1 and fytg T t=1 share the same distribution, where S = cT and c 1. Thus the null hypothesis is H 0 : = 0 .
Let the likelihood function de ned for fytg T t=1 , which is based on the auxiliary model, be L T (yt; a). The maximum likelihood estimator of a is then
The corresponding likelihood function based on the simulated data
De ne the continuous p 1 vector of functions g(a T ) and g( S ) and let
. We require that a T ! S in probability and that G T (a T ) ! G S ( S ) in probability for each . If xt( ) and yt are stationary and ergodic then these hold a:s:, see Canova (2005) . It then follows that on the null hypothesis, E[g(a T ) g( S )] = 0.
Thus, given an auxiliary model and a function of its parameters, we may base our test statistic for evaluating the structural model on the distribution of g(a T ) g( S ) using the Wald statistic
where W = 1 g and g is the covariance matrix of the (quasi) maximum likelihood estimates of g( S ) which is obtained using a bootstrap simulation. The auxiliary model is a time-series model-here a VAR of varying type-and the function g(:) consists of the impulse response functions of the VAR. In what follows we specialise the function g(:) to (:); thus we base the test on a T and a S ; the VAR parameters themselves.
Non-rejection of the null hypothesis is taken to indicate that the dynamic behaviour of the structural model is not signi cantly di erent from that of the actual data. Rejection is taken to imply that the structural model is incorrectly speci ed. Comparison of the impulse response functions of the actual and simulated data should then to describe the data-such as our time-series representation here-and estimates the parameters of the structural model of interest as those under which this model can replicate the behaviour of the auxiliary model most accurately according to a criterion of`closeness'-see Smith (1991, 1993) , Gourieroux et al. (1993) , Gourieroux and Monfort (1995) and Canova (2005) .
The method can also be used to evaluate the closeness of a given model; in e ect this arrests the method before estimation proceeds further. This is relevant as here when we are interested in the behaviour of structural models whose structure is rather precisely speci ed by theory.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section 2 we give a detailed description of the assessment process. Section 3 discusses our application to a largescale macroeconomic model of the UK. Our conclusion follows.
Proposed Procedure
We assume the macroeconomic model, M, forms a system of equations, usually nonlinear: we are concerned with the whole class of structural macroeconomic models, including DSGE models and models of aggregate demand and supply derived from them in an approximative way. We represent the model quite generally as
L)y e t ; ; " t ] t = 1; 2; ::::; n (1)
where y t is the vector of the endogenous variables, x t is that of the exogenous variables (assumed to follow linear univariate time-series processes), (L) is the lag series L; L 2 ; L 3 ; :::; L k (where k is the maximum lag length), y e t is the vector of expectations (usually rational based on t-information), is the vector of parameters and " t is the vector of structural equation errors; that is to say, the errors when the endogenous variables on the right hand side are at their true values.
The proposed evaluation process is divided into three steps.
Step 1: Determination of the errors of the economic model conditional on the actual data.
In this step the structural model is solved and the errors " t implied by the theory conditional on the historical data are calculated; a variety of approximation methods are nowadays available for solving such models 3 . Normality of the errors is not in general assumed but it is usually assumed reveal in what respects the structural model di ers.
3 If M is solved by using perturbation methods (second order approximation) then a closed form expression regarding these errors has been derived and it is available upon request. The model here is solved by using a solution method for nonlinear dynamic models with rational expectations similar to the one described by Fair and Taylor (1983) ; A detailed discussion can be found in Minford and Webb (2005) . The method solves the model in its nonlinear form by setting future errors to their expected future values. If the error in approximating the expected that the dimension of the vector of the stochastic processes " t that govern the system is the same as the dimension of the vector of the observable variables y t . If this is not the case, as occurs with many DSGE models where the menu of shocks is restricted (for example in RBC models where usually the only error speci ed is the productivity shock), then the researcher is assuming that other errors are non-stochastic and are thus held constant in stochastic simulation. An example of this could be a war, which would not be expected to recur in another sample to which the model would apply. Other examples would be measurement error and trend. Then the researcher adjusts the data for the e ect of such`exogenous shocks', perhaps by adding dummy variables, or, by simply stripping out their estimated e ects from the data. The remaining part of the data is assumed to represent the stochastic elements of interest; this is compared with the structural model as disturbed by the supposed stochastic shocks. Thus both the model and the data are purged of such e ects, as`extraneous factors' in the sense of our discussion above.
Step 2: The distributions of interest conditional on the structural model (the null hypothesis).
According to the null hypothesis the f" t g T t=1 errors are omitted variables, modelled by autoregressive processes of identically and independently distributed (iid) shocks " t extracted as the residual from their autoregressive processes. Their empirical distribution, F " , is assumed to be given by the actual sample of the residuals; its variance-covariance matrix is therefore the actual one, " :
Simulations of M are generated from it by using standard resampling techniques for iid data.
The empirical distribution of y t conditional on the structural model M can then be approximated through simulation 4 .
variables due to the second and higher order moments is constant, then the stochastic simulations will be accurate. Further work is needed on how this and other methods of solution compare in their approximative properties.
stand for the new pseudo data set. The distribution of any statistic or population moments of interest, Sỹ, conditional on M, f Sỹ j M , is then easily derived. For example we may wish to focus on the VAR properties of the data; since the conditional distribution of the actual data is in general well approximated by a VAR with iid residuals. Using the companion matrix a VAR(p),ỹt = A 1ỹt 1 + :::
can be written as VAR (1) 
and calculating ;j Y and Y (i) ;j by using the above given equations. Notice that this procedure does not require the mapping from the structural, , to reduced form, , parameters to be established analytically. M is nonlinear: hence for historical data T needs to capture these nonlinearities and thus is probably nonlinear itself. Now the only way to establish the connection between and is via simulation (this is the idea introduced by Smith, 1993) . For instance, if interest or exchange rates are elements ofỹt then a linear VAR(p) is not su cient to capture the higher order dynamics, usually, displayed by these series. This requires T being a VAR(p) with a time varying covariance matrix for its error vector. In this cases Q is derived by tting T into Stinchcombe and White (1992) and White (1994) proves that ;j T is a measurable function).
Step 3: Inference Step: a Wald statistic
In this last step we check whether T could have been generated by M. We do this via a Wald statistic, to check whether the joint set of parameters b in T lie within the 95% (say) bands of the distribution for obtained from the sampling distribution of M (i.e. from the pseudo-sample estimates of ).
To obtain the individual parameter con dence intervals (say at 95%) of , we nd the two 2.5% bootstrap tails for each taken individually. However, the joint con dence interval for the whole set of requires the bootstrap combinations for to be ordered around their mean: if there are p parameters, this is a p-dimensional ordering.
To establish this ordering we compute the square of the Mahalanobis distance
(where is the Quasi Maximum Likelihood Covariance Matrix of^ ) for the combinations, and order them in ascending distance. This then allows us to compute the 5% bootstrap`multi-variate contour' | i.e. the parameter combinations beyond which lie the 5% of bootstraps generating the highest distance 5 . The Wald statistic, which we call the M(odel)-metric, is then the percentile value of b estimated on T in terms of the above bootstrap distribution; as usual a critical percentile value for it can then be chosen as the rejection boundary.
Discussion: Potential pitfalls in the process:
The process we have described contains potential pitfalls.
First, the structural model M which is treated as the null hypothesis to be tested can only be solved and simulated approximately; thus strictly we can only test the model in this approximated form. In Appendix A we address this issue and show that under particular assumptions we may regard our tests also as applying to the underlying structural model 6 .
Second, we generate its sampling distributions via the bootstrap according to which we take the sample model errors (which under the null are the true sample errors) as representing the true distribution; under bootstrap theory we know that by taking enough bootstraps we can reduce the bootstrap representation error. However there is always some possibility of circumstances in the set-up being such that due to this the results could be misleading. There is no general way of addressing this issue since we cannot know the true distribution of the errors under the null | the sample errors are all we have. In Montecarlo simulation exercises one may check whether problems arise, were the true distribution to be of a particular sort; clearly this is an important area for future research.
Third, we choose a time-series model T based on the best t to the data, subject only to the restriction that it must not violate the null hypothesis M in any general way that can be identi ed (for example in its order of integration) 7 . The idea is that this time-series representation can be used to describe the data neutrally between rival structural null hypotheses that are possible alternative candidates as models. The time-series model T thus takes the place of the`dynamic facts' that a structural model must t. However, the choice of this representation is not necessarily unique in practice as several di erent ones may not di er materially in t, yet may di er in their relative capacity to reject di erent structural models. Again we leave this for further research.
An Application | testing a model of the UK 1979{2003
In this section we carry out a test of a macro model, M, that has been used to forecast and analyze the UK economy since 1979. After a brief description of this model, we look rst for a T that describes the historical data in a satisfactory way. Second, we review the model's performance in various dimensions, then nd the Wald statistic or M-metric studied in the last section.
The model to be tested (M)
The Liverpool Model of the UK economy is the one we examine as M. This is an Aggregate Demand and Supply model derived by a series of approximations from the maximising conditions on consumers and rms (equations similar to these can be derived from a DSGE model in the manner of Nelson (1999, 2000) ). The rst-order conditions of consumers and investors have been approximated before being used in the goods market clearing equation ( The method proposed by Del Negro and Schorfheide (2004) discussed above gets around this problem by restricting T by M via a mapping Q. This involves the linearisation of M after which this mapping can be derived uniquely. Then it is possible to estimate the resulting restricted T and test the restrictions imposed by M. Here we have stressed the nonlinearity of the structural model as potentially causing unreliability in the linearized mapping.
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The model (a full account of the original model can be found in Minford (1980) , while a listing of the most recent version is in (Minford and Webb, 2005) ) has been used in forecasting continuously since 1979, and is now one of only two in that category. The other is the NIESR model, which however has been frequently changed in that period: the only changes in the Liverpool Model were the introduction in the early 1980s of supply-side equations (to estimate underlying or equilibrium values of unemployment, output and the exchange rate) and the shift from annual data to a quarterly version in the mid-1980s. In an exhaustive comparative test of forecasting ability over the 1980s, Andrews et al. (1996) showed that out of three models extant in that decade | Liverpool, NIESR, and LBS | the forecasting performance of none of them could`reject' that of the others in non-nested tests, suggesting that the Liverpool Model during this period was, though a newcomer, at least no worse than the major models of that time. For 1990s forecasts no formal test is available, but the LBS model stopped forecasts and in annual forecasting postmortem contests NIESR came top in two years, Liverpool in three. In terms of major UK episodes, Liverpool model forecasts successfully predicted the sharp drop in in ation and the good growth recovery of the early 1980s. From the mid-1980s they rightly predicted that the underlying rate of unemployment was coming down because of supply-side reforms and that unemployment would in time fall steadily in consequence. Then they identi ed the weakness of UK membership of the ERM and its likely departure because of the clash between the needs of the UK economy and those of Germany leading the ERM at the time of German Reuni cation. After leaving the ERM they forecast that in ation would stay low and that unemployment would fall steadily from its ERM-recession peak back into line with the low underlying rate | as indeed was the case. Thus we would suggest that the Liverpool Model has a reasonable forecasting record 8 .
Essentially we can summarize our interest in using this model as a test for these methods as due to the fact that (a) it has been carefully estimated on the UK data (b) it has a reasonable degree of micro-foundedness (c) it also has a fair record of tting the data dynamically, both within sample and in forecasting. Hence we would hope that it would not be entirely rejected by the`dynamic data'; we might therefore learn something about the practical application of the method described here.
The Time series representation of the data 1979{2003 (T )
The descriptive process, T , is a VAR set up for ve key variables: output (GDP at factor cost), unemployment, in ation (Consumer Price Index), nominal interest rates (Nominal deposit interest rate with local authorities, 3 month) and nominal exchange rates (Trade-weighted exchange rate) (see Minford et al., 2004 , for a detailed description of the model and the data used here). We chose to detrend the data by di erencing; other methods of detrending impose an arbitrary degree of smoothing on the data to nd the`trend' and it is not clear what exactly they remove from the data | thus the`cyclical' elements may have been massaged in an unknown way. Di erencing removes both deterministic and stochastic trend; the history of the variable is lost however, so this method too is far from ideal. Further work on the appropriate way to treat trend is both necessary and also underway, but lies beyond the scope of this paper.
The policy regime followed during the sample period was not constant. White, 1994, Chapter 11 ) cannot be applied and the choice of the most plausible T is founded on the basis of some diagnostic tests on the estimated residuals, selection criteria and computational simplicity.
Model T 1 : VAR(1) with Markov-Switching between 3 Regimes:
The rst time series model estimated is a VAR(1) model, y t = c + A 1 y t 1 + u t , where the variance-covariance matrix of the errors processes is regime, t , dependent, u t N (0; P 3 i=1 u;s t ), and this regime follows a rst order Markov Process, P f t = jj t 1 = i; t 1 = k; ::: is the matrix of the transition probabilities. This model, T 1 , also identi ed as MSH(3){VAR(1) is estimated using techniques described by Krolzig (1997) . quarters earlier than it is expected to. Table 1 shows some of the properties of the estimated residuals; they suggest that T 1 is mis-speci ed. Nevertheless we return to it below, after considering the second time-series representation. The second time series model, T 2 , estimated here is a VAR(1) whose autoregressive and variancecovariance parameters vary across regimes in a deterministic way.
This model is called an Intervention model; a detailed discussion of these models can be found in Lutkepohl (1993, Section 12.4 ). This representation implies that a particular stationary DGP is in operation up to a certain period, with another process generating the data after that period;
here there are two such breaks and three distinct regimes. One of the advantages of this data representation process is its simplicity both from an intuitive and computational point of view.
However, the estimation of this model poses some theoretical di culties, such as consistency 9 ,
which cannot be overcome easily. Another important characteristic of the Intervention model used here is that after an intervention the moments of the process do not reach a xed new level immediately but only asymptotically. For instance, let us assume that the intervention appears at t = 4 solving backwards up to t = 3 we get
for t = 4, y 4 = c 2 + A 1;2 y 3 + 4 and, for t > 4, yt = P t 1 i=0 A i 1;2 c 2 +
The last term of the latter expression vanishes as t ! 1 due to the stationarity assumption (with the maximum eigenvalue of A 1;2 less than one in absolute terms). This assumption, t ! 1, may make sense if there is only one intervention but this is not the case here. However, this behaviour may be quite plausible in practice because a system may react slowly to an intervention (see Lutkepohl, 1993, Section 12.4 .1, page:409).
The Table 2 illustrates the properties of T 2 's standardized residuals, which do not seem to contain any structure. Additionally, Table 3 , which presents the values of various selection (Akaike, Schwartz and Hannan-Quinn) criteria, indicates that T 2 has a decidedly better t than T 1 . In what follows we rst look in some detail at the comparison between T 2 as the best-tting time-series model, and M; we then look more brie y at that between T 1 and M.
Comparing T 2 and M.
We begin by discussing the behaviour of the three-regime variables, the time-series model errors and the comparison of the second moments of T 2 and M. The maximum eigenvalue of
and the trace of the Variance-Covariance matrices of t , tr(
, are calculated (Table 4 ).
The maximum eigenvalue and the trace indicate the persistence and the uncertainty, respectively, Turning to the moments, we use the simulation variability of M (as the null hypothesis) to ask whether the data description, T 2 ; can reject M. Given M and the actual data, y t , the simulated 13 distribution ofS y 10 conditional on the actual data, f S y jy t ; M , is readily derived and we ask whether or not S y 11 lies within 95% of the model-simulated distribution. Column 2 of the following Tables show the moments estimated by T 2 on the actual data. Columns 3 and 4 show the estimates of these moments derived from estimating T 2 on the pseudo-samples bootstrapped from M. Thus here we are directly testing the model and seeing whether the moment estimates from the data individually lie within the 95% con dence intervals implied by the model. From Tables 5   and 6 we can see that the variances of r t and e t cause a problem in both the rst two regimes (money and exchange rate targeting) the Liverpool Model produces excessive variance of both interest rates and exchange rates; in the money targeting it also produces excessive unemployment variance. In the in ation-targeting regime it produces generally excessive variance; not merely of in ation, interest rates and the exchange rate but also of output (Table 7) ; thus it fails to capture the`great moderation' in the UK whereby under in ation targeting volatility of the economy declined sharply on all fronts.
We now consider the estimates of the parameter vector, in T 2 and whether individually they lie within the 95% bootstrap distributions produced by M. These parameters represent the partial regressors of each variable on the lagged values of itself and the others. One rather striking feature of the comparison is how many of these regressor estimates individually reject M
The failure of the structural model to match this data representation shows up mainly in the variances in all three regimes, much as we have already seen in the cruder comparison of moments.
10S y denotes the second moments of yt produced by tting T 2 to the data simulated by M. 11 Sy denotes again the second moments of yt produced by tting T 2 to the actual data now. The model produces excessive variances, particularly of in ation and interest rates. In the rst two regimes the VAR parameters in the lag matrix are generally within the 95% limits; three are outside in the rst (Table 8) , ve in the second (Table 9 ). However in the third (Table 10) , in ation targeting, no less than nine are outside.
When we turn to the M-metric, we nd that the model is rejected at the 95% level by the data as represented by T 2 . This is shown in Table 11 : the M-metric is 98.8%, well outside the critical range. Thus the model is clearly rejected. The reason is not di cult to see from inspecting the failure at the individual coe cient level: the model generates excessive variances and even if it fails less in picking up lagged responses, the percentage of these coe cients outside the 95% range is still unacceptably high.
The Impulse Responses in the data and the model
It is instructive to compare the impulse responses (to particular shocks identi ed in the model) that are implied by the data representation T 2 with the 95% bounds placed on it by the structural model. We compare the impulse responses from the VAR (T 2 ) when the model's restrictions are used to identify the relevant shocks to the VAR; of course the VAR itself cannot tell us what its shocks represent as in general they are linear combinations of the underlying shocks in the model.
Identi cation of the underlying shock is done by establishing a mapping from the model shock involved to the model-implied shocks for the variables in the VAR; these shocks are then input into the VAR and the resulting movement in those variables plotted; the 95% con dence bounds In what follows we show the impulse responses generated by a supply shock (a rise in the employers' tax rate on workers) and by a nominal shock (this is a fall in the money supply under the Money targeting regime; a fall in foreign prices under Exchange rate targeting; and a temporary rise in interest rates under the In ation targeting regime). The response of the VAR when the VAR shocks are identi ed via the e ect of the structural model (so that in e ect their rst period e ect is the same as that of M) is shown by the solid line; and the 95% con dence interval for the VAR e ect coming from the model bootstraps is shown by the two dotted lines. If the model is correct, we should observe that the VAR e ects lie within the 95% interval. (The M response itself is not strictly relevant and not therefore shown). The responses are from a VAR in the di erences of the variables, thus they show the e ects on the rate of change of these variables to a temporary rise in the rate of change of an exogenous shock; thus they can equivalently be read as the responses of the levels of these variables to a temporary rise in the level of the shock (in e ect dividing both sides by the di erence operator).
As we would expect from the fact that the model is rejected by the data at the 95% level, the blue lines lie in several cases on or outside the 95% boundaries. This is particularly marked for the nominal shock in the in ation targeting regime, where all except the interest rate response lie outside. In e ect the impulse response functions merely reorganise the information in the VAR lag parameters.
One interesting feature of the VAR, when the shocks are identi ed by this structural model, is 3.4 Comparing T 1 and M.
In the VAR data representation T 1 we assumed that the model's variances and covariances switched in a Markov manner between regimes while the VAR lag parameters remained unchanged. This representation did not t the data as well as T 2 which we have just examined where we divided Predominantly these T 1 -regimes correspond to the actual ones, but with punctuation, as can be seen in Figure 1 . Thus T 1 resembles a GARCH framework but where variances shift according to the state of the economy and not past variances.
If we take T 1 as the representation we nd that the structural model is less at variance with the dynamic facts. Tables 12 and 13 show the lag and the covariance parameters respectively. There is a marked reduction in rejected parameters, relative to the rejections for T 2 : In particular only one covariance parameter is rejected, that for in ation variance in regime 2; the model produces excessive variance but only modestly so. Turning to the M-metric in Table 14 , we nd that it is just below 95%, and so as we might have expected from the few individual parameter rejections, the model as a whole is just accepted.
This comparison of the structural model with T 1 shows that if the restrictions in the model are relaxed to allow more regime uncertainty then the model is not rejected by the dynamic data.
However the comparison cannot in the end override the model's rejection when compared with T 2 We demonstrated the use of the method through an application to the Liverpool Model of the UK over recent postwar data, chosen because it has been successfully estimated by FIML, is approximately micro-founded and has a record of some empirical success dynamically. We tested this model as proposed here and found it to be rejected at the 95% level, though just accepted 22 
